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Disclaimer
This document is a working document of the Commission services for consultation and
does not prejudge the final decision that the Commission may take.
The views reflected on this consultation paper provide an indication on the approach the
Commission services may take but do not constitute a final policy position or a formal
proposal by the European Commission.
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Commission when preparing, if considered appropriate, a formal Commission proposal.
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You are invited to reply by 5 July 2022 at the latest to the online questionnaire
available on the following webpage:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/finance-consultations-2022-open-finance_en
Please note that in order to ensure a fair and transparent consultation process only
responses received through the online questionnaire will be taken into account and
included in the report summarising the responses.
This consultation follows the normal rules of the European Commission for public
consultations. Responses will be published in accordance with the privacy options
respondents will have opted for in the online questionnaire.
Responses authorised for publication will be published on the following webpage:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/finance-consultations-2022-open-finance_en
Any question on this consultation or issue encountered with the online questionnaire can
be raised via email at fisma-psd2-review@ec.europa.eu.
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INTRODUCTION
In finance and beyond, there is a broad technology-driven trend towards greater use of data
and data sharing. The Commission highlighted the need for better access to public and
private data and its reuse in the data strategy for Europe, which includes several crosscutting policy initiatives
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

common European data spaces in various sectors of the economy
data sharing between businesses and governments; and
sharing of industrial data across sectors.

In order to promote the ambitious data strategy across the economy, in 2020 the
Commission proposed a Data Governance Act (DGA), a Digital Services Act (DSA) and
a Digital Markets Act (DMA). These initiatives, among other things, provide a coherent
governance framework for the common European data spaces, establish rules for data
intermediaries and other online intermediaries, as well as establish obligations for online
gatekeeper platforms. Furthermore, in 2022 the Commission proposed a Data Act,
containing further policy measures as regards access to the Internet of things (IoT) data as
well as general modalities for data access and reuse across the economy.
In 2020, the Commission also identified promotion of data-driven finance as one of the
priorities in its digital finance strategy. In 2021, the Commission established an expert
group on European financial data space to continue its engagement with stakeholders in
this priority area, which created a dedicated subgroup on open finance in 2022. Open
finance should form an integral part of the European financial data space, along with data
contained in public disclosures of firms as well as supervisory data. On 25 November 2021,
the Commission adopted legislative proposals on the European Single AccessPoint
(ESAP) to public disclosures as part of the capital markets union (CMU) package. The
objective is to consolidate online access to the financial and sustainability-related data of
companies and financial institutions in a single interface. The legislation also provides for
a machine-readable format. On 15 December 2021, the Commission adoptedits strategy on
supervisory data in EU financial services. Next, subject to an impact assessment, a new
open finance framework has been announced in the capital markets union communication
of 25 November 2021, building on and in full alignment with broader policy initiatives on
data access and governance. The communication pointed out that an open finance
framework should be based on the principle of a level playing field for existing and new
entrants, and subject to data protection rules and clear security safeguards.
Open finance refers to third-party service providers’ access to (business and consumer)
customer data held by financial sector intermediaries and other data holders for the
purposes of providing a wide range of financial and information services. Currently, third
party service providers have to rely on limited sources of customer data access rights in
the financial sector: the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) with respect to
payment accounts data of both retail and business customers, as well as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) with respect to personal data held by any financial service
provider. However, GDPR enables third party service providers to have direct access only
when it is technically feasible, which therefore does not guarantee such access. The recent
Data Act proposal does not introduce any new data access rights in the financial sector
either.
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Based on the Commission´s mandate and as announced in the Retail payments strategy
of 24 September 2020, a PSD2 review has been launched to report on the application and
impact of EU rules on payment services. The lessons learned from PSD2 as regards thirdparty service providers’ access rights to payment accounts upon customer request will be
taken into account when designing the open finance framework. Since the entry into force
of PSD2, a number of stakeholder initiatives in this area have also developed, including
application programming interface (API) standardisation and access schemes.
The present targeted consultation on open finance complements the “Have your say”
consultation on open finance (included in the “Have your say” consultation on the PSD2
review). The objective of this targeted consultation is to gather evidence and stakeholder
views on various aspects related to the state of play and further development of open
finance in the EU and effective customer protection. It also takes into account and
complements the ongoing work of the Expert group on the European financial data space
(parts I and II). In addition, the targeted consultation seeks stakeholder views on the use of
aggregated supervisory data for research and innovation and on broader questions of data
sharing among financial firms for risk monitoring or compliance purposes (part III).
This targeted consultation is targeted at different stakeholder groups: customers of
financial services firms (consumers and corporate customers), financial institutions and
other firms which are either holding data or intending to use it.
Sections I and II of this targeted consultation covers the following data types:


the use of confidential customer data collected for the purpose of providing
financialservices1.



data held by both financial institutions and other firms, provided that it is used
for thepurposes of providing financial services.



access to and reuse of raw data only, as opposed to enriched data.

By way of illustration, the consultation covers: data on accounts held by corporate and
retail customers with financial service providers (e.g. payments, savings, securities), as
well as on their insurance and pension products, and data relevant to the risk and
sustainability profile of such products.
As the nature and scope of practical use cases for open finance is constantly under
development, this targeted consultation does not attempt to establish a full taxonomy of
such cases. However, every respondent is expected to provide responses in particular for
their area of activity. In addition, the consultation seeks feedback on two specific areas of
use cases to illustrate which are of particular relevance to the Commission objectives of
promoting safe retail investment, and SME access to finance.
Section III of this targeted consultation covers certain additional data sharing issues,
beyond open finance. They seek views on the need to enhance legal certainty about the
possibility to make supervisory data available more extensively for research and
innovation, and the possibility for financial institutions to exchange among themselves
information and data to improve risk monitoring or compliance, while protecting data
confidentiality.

1

For example, this excludes the data contained in public disclosures and the use of data for supervisory and
law enforcement or similar purposes.
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CONSULTATION QUESTIONS
PART I
I. The relevance of data sharing in the financial sector
Open finance could result in innovative tools and more convenient services for consumers
and firms. Easier access to big datasets by the industry is also expected, facilitating the
development of new data-driven services. It would also bring new business opportunities.
As a result, open finance policy could be expected to deliver better customer experience.
Data-driven finance could be expected to facilitate financial industry transition to tailored
customer solutions, improved user interfaces and enhanced user experience. This section
includes questions on the general relevance and main principles of data sharing in the
financial sector.
1. What type of actor in the data value chain are you (multiple answers possible)?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Individual customer of a financial service provider
Business customer of a financial service provider
Holder of customer data
User of customer data
Data intermediary between data holders and users
Other (please specify) Association

2. In what part of the financial sector are you active (multiple answers possible)?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Banking
Payments
Insurance
Asset management
Securities trading
Brokerage
Pensions
Data and information services
Not active in the financial sector
Other (please specify)

3. In your opinion, is there an adequate framework for data access rights in place in
the financial sector beyond payment accounts?




Yes
No
Don’t know

4. As a customer of a financial service provider, would you be willing to grant other
businesses (“third parties”) access to the data you generate with this provider for
one of the following purposes (multiple answers possible)?
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a) Receive a comprehensive overview of your financial situation based on
data from all your existing financial service providers (e.g. consolidation
of data from several investment portfolios)
b) Receive additional financial services from another financial services
provider
c) Switch to another financial services provider in an easy and simple way
d) Other (please specify)
e) None of the above
4.1 If answer e), is this due to (multiple answers possible):
a) concerns about the security of your data
b) lack of sufficient control over how and for how long your data would be
used by third parties
c) lack of perceived benefits of such data sharing
d) privacy and data protection considerations
e) other (please specify)

5. What open finance-based products would stand to benefit retail customers the
most (multiple answers possible)?

Comparison tools that facilitate provider switching
Online brokerages that provide financial products with the best value
Personalised advice and tailored financial products
Personal finance management tools (e.g. overdraft alerts and recommendations for
choosing lower interest rates products, lower overdraft charges)
Personal wealth management tools to monitor and manage assets and liabilities
(e.g. financial goal management, analytics of investments and their returns,
monitoring of wealth factors such as savings, spending and budgets)
Alternative credit scoring methods for financial inclusion (e.g. gig economy
workers)
Quicker customer onboarding with financial service providers
Pension tracking tools that provide a comprehensive overview of entitlements
Digital tools to assess the ESG profile of financial products (e.g. the environmental
impact of investment portfolios or carbon footprint estimation of specific products)
All of the above
Other (please specify)
I don’t know / no opinion
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6. What would be your quantitative and/or qualitative estimate of such retail
customer benefits for these products?

Max 200 words
EPIF considers that Open Banking has brought more payment solutions and options for
consumers and we would welcome for this to be extended to the entire finance sector. EPIF
is therefore supporting efforts to promote and develop Open Finance.
However, it is important to consider the lessons learnt in the development of Open Banking
under PSD2. We refer to EPIF’s response to the consultation on the PSD2 but would like
to highlight that the provisions in the PSD2, and especially in the EBA’s RTS, are not
phrased in a technology agnostic manner and can be overly prescriptive, which hampers
innovation and does not allow for the entrance of new players or the development of new
solutions. EPIF therefore recommends that the approach to Open Finance should include
more future-proof, neutral and proportionate provisions. We would suggest an approach
based on data sharing principles, with clear and measurable outcomes, whilst leaving the
means to the industry to develop. Only a bottom-up approach will generate the buy-in of all
sectors required for Open Finance to be a success.
While it is hard to estimate a quantitative benefit to provider switching , rising interest rates
point to the need to facilitate consumers’ ability to switch to a more competitive provider.
The Commission had published a report on the ease of bank account switching which had
shown that 80% of consumers had difficulty switching. Open Finance can play a catalyst
role in accelerating and facilitating switching and on-boarding in the same way that we have
seen in the energy and telecommunication sectors. In addition, this could also save valuable
time in accounting and financial planning activities for small businesses.

7. What open finance-based products would stand to benefit corporate customers
(notably SMEs) the most (multiple answers possible)?

Comparison tools that facilitate provider switching
Online brokerages that provide financial products with the best value
Targeted advice and tailored financial products
Corporate finance management tools
Alternative credit scoring methods for financial inclusion
Quicker customer onboarding with financial service providers
Digital tools to assess the ESG profile of financial products (e.g. the environmental
impact of investment portfolios or carbon footprint estimation of specific products)
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All of the above
Other (please specify)
I don’t know / no opinion

8. What would be your quantitative and/or qualitative estimate of such corporate
customer benefits for these products?
Max 200 words
The expansion of finance-based products has the potential to create integrated information
and management tools that provide a consolidated views of multiple information sources
tailored in a practical fashion to the personal preferences of a customer. There is also the
opportunity to offer better credit scoring metrics and accelerate on-boarding on customer
which is key to the development of a Digital Europe.

9. In your opinion, should financial firms holding customer data be allowed to share
their customer data with customer’s permission?



With regulated financial institutions only
With any financial and information service providers active in the
financial sector
 With any third-party firm, including in other sectors of the economy
 Firms should not be allowed to share customer data
 Don’t know
Please explain:

Financial firms should be allowed to share their customer data with their customers explicit consent. In
addition, it is very important that trust and confidence specifically in the safeguarding of customer
information is built and that sufficient supervision exist, at least at the infancy of the development of
data sharing agreement Moreover transparency and a fair data sharing reciprocity is enabled by law, this
why we believe that for a start only regulated financial institutions should be allowed to share data.
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Max 100 words

10. Should financial firms holding customer data be entitled to compensation by third
parties for making the data available in appropriate quality, frequency and format?




Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, should its level:
a) be limited to the cost of putting in place the required technical
infrastructure
b) allow for a reasonable return on investment for collecting and structuringthe
data
c) be set in another way (please specify):

Max 100 words
While service and infrastructure should be compensated, ultimately the data is owned by the
customer him or herself. Companies that ask for consent and then profits from sharing the
data creates an economy that doesn’t reflect well on the intend of providing information for
added customer value and service. We are already confronted to companies collecting
significant amount of data and there is a lack of transparency on usage and intend.

If no, please explain why not:
Max 100 words

11. What other conditions are required to ensure the potential of open finance is
maximised while minimising its risks?

Max 200 words
Customer consent, transparency and reciprocity obligations between firm holding customer
data, and adequate supervision is paramount. Adequate commercial opportunities need to be
developed for data custodians.

12. What policy measures would be important to ensure a level playing field in terms
9

of access to customer data?





Ensuring access by financial institutions to the non-financial data of
customers
Subjecting all third-party service providers that access customer data held
by financial service providers to financial supervision and regulation
Other (please specify)
A level playing field already exists, so no measures necessary

13. Does open finance framework bear any possible risk of accumulation of data,
leading to the creation of monopolies?
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Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, please explain:
Max 100 words
This is not a risk. It is already a reality. Yes, it created the risk of data accumulation and it is
the shared responsibility of the market and policy makers is to address this issue. It should
not lead to monopolistic structures. The framework should support interoperability and fair
data reciprocity agreements.

Questions for financial firms holding customer data:

14. As a financial firm holding customer data, do you make any data available to third
parties beyond the data that you are required to share under PSD2, GDPR or other
laws?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes, please also specify the main obstacles to make such data available(multiple
answers possible):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Legal
Technical
Operational
Business considerations
Other (please specify)

If not, is it due to (multiple answers possible):
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)

lack of legal basis under GDPR and other legal prohibitions
the associated costs
lack of technical capabilities
limiting potential competition from third parties
uncertainty about how to price these data
potential liability claims due to the sharing of outdated or incomplete data
sets, data misuse (e.g. under the applicable data protection and privacy
laws) and/or uncertainty about data ownership rights
11

d) reputational risks
e) lack of requests from third parties
Questions for firms using customer data held by financial firms
15. As a firm using customer data held by financial firms, what is the purpose of
accessing these data (multiple answers possible)?
a) Provision of services competing with the services offered by the data
holder
b) Provision of additional services
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c) Provision of analytical insights based on aggregated, including
anonymised, data
d) Other (please specify)
16. As a firm using customer data held by financial firms, have you experienced any
difficulties in accessing these data?
a) Yes
b) No
If yes, has the data holder (multiple answers possible):
a) refused to give access to data outright, with no valid reasons provided
b) been prevented to give access to data due to legal obstacles
c) set contractual or other restrictions on the use of these data
d) set unreasonable fee levels for access to these data
e) been unable to provide these data in the required format, frequency or
quality
f) other (please specify) European bank access and coverage is extremely poor
17. As a firm using customer data held by financial firms, with how many data
holders in the EU would you have to interact on average to develop and offer a
financial product or service to customers?
 Less than 10
 10 to 99
 100 to 999
 1000 to 9999
 More than 10000
17.1 In how many MS would these be located?




1
2 to 5
More than 5

Questions for financial data intermediaries
18. As a financial data intermediary, have you experienced difficulties in organising
data sharing between data holders and data users?




Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, please explain:
Max 100 words
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Regulation and supervision of open finance information services
Under PSD2, a dedicated licensing framework for account information service providers
is in place to ensure proper regulation and supervision of these activities.
19. In your opinion, should the scope of account information service provider
licenses put in place under PSD22 be extended to cover all financial services
where new data access rights for third-party service providers would be
introduced?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Questions for firms using customer data held by financial firms:
20. Do you hold any financial services license (authorisation)?
 Yes
 No
If yes, please specify which:
Max 100 words
EPIF members either hold a credit institution license, a payment institution license or an
e-money license.

If not, at how much would you estimate the cost of obtaining a license (authorisation)
that may be required to access customer data held by financial service providers?
Max 200 words

II. Customer protection
Control over the use of personal data is a key pillar in protecting the digital selfdetermination of a user and building a trust framework. Ensuring that customers have
meaningful control over the use of their personal data is essential to guarantee the
lawfulness of data processing. Open finance framework should aim to establish trust by
ensuring that customers are informed about the processing of their personal data, and that
the information provided is accurate.
21. In your opinion, what digital tools can strengthen a customer’s ability to grant,
track and withdraw consent (multiple answers possible)?

14

2

Limited scope licenses which allow account information services provides to provide consolidated
information on one or more payment accounts held by the payment service user with either another
payment service provider or with more than one payment service provider.
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Consent management dashboards to enable customers to track which third parties
have been granted consent
Digital identity solutions, such as European Digital Identity Wallets3, which could
help identify a customer online and authenticate consent
Other (please specify)

22. In your opinion, who should provide such tools?




Data holders
Third parties
Other (please specify)

23. Do you believe that licensed firms in open finance should be required to provide
operational tools to enable customers to manage their right of consent with
respect to the various financial services they are using?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
24. Should “strong customer authentication” (i.e. authentication based on the use of at
least two security elements) under open finance framework be only used when
customers first decide to connect/disconnect their account to a third party service
provider or periodically?





Connect/disconnect
Periodically
Never
Don’t know

25. Should the authorisation to access customer data under open finance
automatically expire after a certain period of time?




3

Yes
No
Don’t know

The European Digital Identity Wallet is a product and service that will allow natural and
legal persons in the Union to store credentials linked to their identity, and provide them
to relying parties upon request, for the purpose of authentication and access to public
and private services. It was proposed in June 2021 as part of the European Digital
Identity framework (eIDAS review). See proposal for a Regulation of the European
16

Parliament and the Council amending Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 as regards
establishing a framework for a European Digital Identity, COM/2021/281 final.
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Data sharing can potentially result in market segmentation where consumers with a highrisk profile could be excluded from the market because of certain characteristics or where
those who choose not to agree to share additional data, which extends beyond data deemed
strictly necessary for the provision of the relevant product, may end up paying higher prices
for services (‘price for not sharing data’). At the same time, more granular risk pricing may
lead to lower prices. The use of alternative data may even open access tofinancial services
to hitherto excluded individuals and businesses. The risk of data misuse, financial crime
and fraud need to be appropriately managed in a data sharing framework.

26. What are the key risks related to customer data sharing?





Financial exclusion
Privacy breaches
Misuse of data (incl. fraud and financial crime)
Other (please specify) Lack of data reciprocity arrangements

27. What should be done to mitigate the risks of financial exclusion and data abuse
(multiple answers possible)?

Establish best practice guidelines on customer profiling
Define in legislation specific data fields that may be used for customer profiling in
the provision of various financial services
Introduce a mandatory requirement for the provision of basic services as part of the
licensing regime (akin to the basic bank account concept) and cap prices
Other (please specify) Ensure vehicles for financial services competition and
promoting alternative commercial models

Clear rules on liability are important to ensure appropriate redress between actors in the
data value chain in cases where data shared is misused, incorrect, or out-of-date.

28. Is there a need for additional rules in the financial sector to clarify the attribution
of liability for the quality of customer data that is shared?





Yes, horizontal liability principles across the financial sector are required
Yes, but liability principles must be tailored sector-by-sector
No
Don’t know

29. In your opinion, should an open finance framework need a dispute settlement
mechanism to mediate and resolve liability disputes and other customer
complaints?



Yes
No
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Don’t know

III. Modalities of data access and reuse in the financial sector
Data-driven finance necessitates the use of varied datasets, including public and private
data, as well as personal and non-personal data. This not only calls for a combination of
differentiated policy approaches when building the European financial data space, but also
requires consistency with cross-sectoral legislative frameworks. Relevant personal data
includes financial data, e.g. as regards savings, mortgages, consumer credit, investments,
pensions and insurance. Non-financial data may also be useful, including data from online
platforms (e.g. social media, e-commerce and streaming), public entities(e.g. tax and social
security), utilities (e.g. water and energy), telecommunications, retail purchases, mobility
(e.g. ticket purchases), environmental data, and Internet of things (IoT) data. Relevant nonpersonal data includes business registry data and high value datasets to be shared under the
Open Data Directive. ‘Read’ access allows for simple access to data, e.g. to populate
aggregators and comparative tools. ‘Write’ access includes ‘read’ access and enables third
parties to perform actions on customer’s behalf,
e.g. to open/close accounts in case of switching financial service providers or initiate other
types of transactions. This sections covers questions on the type of data and type of access
required for the development of specific products and services in the financial sector.
30. Are you aware of any financial services or products based on data sharing that
already exist or are under development beyond those enabled under PSD2?



Yes
No

If yes, please specify what type of data and what type of access are needed for their
development?

Sector (banking,
investments,
pensions,
insurance, other)

Service/product
(consumer mortgages,
commercial
mortgages, consumer
credit,
corporate
credit, investments,
savings,
pensions,
insurance)

Data type (financial/ Access type (readnon-financial,
only or write)
personal/non-personal,
public/private,
raw/enriched)

31. Please explain briefly the potential that these services or products involving
financial data sharing hold for consumers and/or businesses:
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Max 200 words

Questions for firms using customer data held by financial firms
Users of customer data held by financial service providers may access them based on an
ad hoc contract concluded with the data holder.
32. Have you had any practical experience with ad hoc contracts to ensure data
access?



Yes
No

33. In your experience, are data holders willing to conclude such contracts in
practice?



Yes
No

34. At how much would you estimate the average cost of concluding an ad hoc
contract for data access?

Max 200 words

Questions for all respondents

Contractual schemes
Contractual schemes are voluntary data-sharing mechanisms that are based on a contract.
The Euro Retail Payments Board (ERPB) is currently developing a contractual scheme
between data holders and data users for access to data, with participation from business
and consumer organisations. The Commission would like to better understand the potential
of such contractual schemes for open finance.
35. Are you a member of any contractual scheme or expecting to become one in the
next few years?




Yes
No
Not sure

36. Do you think that contractual schemes offer more benefits than just data & API
standardisation? If yes, how would you describe these benefits or drawbacks
20

(multiple answers possible)?
a) A contractual scheme can save costs and time for negotiating and
concluding multiple contracts
b) A contractual scheme can ensure effective dispute settlement
c) A contractual scheme is unlikely to gain broad acceptance and support
absent clear incentives for stakeholders to agree
d) A contractual scheme is unlikely to solve the issue of determining the
appropriate compensation for the data holder, if any is deemed necessary
e) Other (please specify) A contractual scheme is unlikely to fairly represent cost to data
holders
Please explain:
Max 100 words

37. At how much would you estimate the cost of membership in such a scheme
(including costs of joining the scheme, compliance/adjustment costs to meet
scheme’s requirements, costs of providing the required data access under the
scheme)?
Max 200 words

38. Would you agree with the following statement: without any regulatory
intervention, I would expect that any contractual challenges linked to open finance
would be resolved within the next 3-5 years by stakeholders themselves?




Agree
Disagree
Don’t know

39. What further measures to promote market adoption of contractual schemes should
the EU take?
a)
b)
c)
d)

non-binding calls on stakeholders
make adherence to specific contractual schemes mandatory
other measures (please specify)
none of the above

Legislative access rights
The Data Act proposal establishes a new data access right for the so-called Internet of
things (IoT) data. However, it does not introduce any new data access rights in the financial
sector, which would have to be set out in sectoral legislation in line with the general rules
for business-to-business data sharing in all economic sectors, including finance, as set out
in Chapter III.
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40. In your opinion, should the Commission consider to propose new data access
rights in the area of open finance?
a) Yes, without compensation
b) Yes but only if the data holder receives compensation for making data available
c) No
41. Should any such new data access rights cover the following categories of data
related to?
Yes No
Savings accounts

X

Mortgage products

X

Lending products

X

Securities accounts and financial instruments holdings

X

Insurance and pension products

X

Risk assessment (eg credit and insurance risk)

X

Sustainability profile of financial services

42. In your opinion if such new data access rights are introduced, should financial
institutions that are SMEs4 holding customer data be excluded from any such
obligation (see e.g. Art 7 of the Data Act)
 Yes
 No
43. In your opinion should large gatekeeper platforms5 requesting data access be
excluded from being able to benefit from such data access rights (see Art 6(d) of
the Data Act)
 Yes
 No
It is important to ensure full compliance with GDPR and e-Privacy Directive
requirements, including when data is shared in real-time (e.g. standardised APIs). The
4

Small and medium-sized enterprises include enterprises with staff number between 10 and 250 and
turnover between 2 and 50 million euros or a balance sheet total between 2 and 43 million euros.

5

Gatekeepers are understood as providers of core platform services (such as online intermediation services,
online search engines, online social networking services, video-sharing platform services, numberindependent interpersonal communication services, operating systems, cloud computing services) which
have a significant impact on the internal market, serves as an important gateway for business users to
reach end users and have an entrenched and durable position in its operations or will havesuch a
position in the near future.
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GDPR provides several lawful grounds for the processing of personal data.6 If personal
data is processed, the controller(s) must ensure that processing is based on lawful grounds
in line with GDPR. Article 20 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 provides for a right of data
subjects to receive personal data concerning them, in a structured, commonly used and
machine-readable format, and to port those data to other controllers, where those data are
processed on the basis of Article 6(1)(a) or Article 9(2)(a) or on a contract pursuant to
Article 6(1)(b). Data subjects also have the right to have the personal data transmitted
directly from one controller to another, but only where technically feasible.

44. Have you made use of Article 20 GDPR to access financial data or been requested
such data access under Article 20 GDPR in the financial sector, and if so how
frequently?





Never
Rarely
Regularly
Every week

45. Are there any specific challenges related to the data processing principles of
GDPR as regards (multiple answers possible):
a) data lawfulness, fairness and transparency
b) purpose limitation
c) data minimisation (limiting data collection to what is directly relevant and
necessary for a specified purpose)
d) data accuracy
e) data storage limitation
f) data integrity and confidentiality
g) other, please specify
46. In your opinion, what lawful grounds for the processing of personal data would
be most useful for the purpose of open finance? (1 least used, 5 most used)
1 2 3 4 5
Processing based on consent

X

Processing based on a contract

X

Processing necessary for compliance with a legal obligation

X

Processing necessary to protect vital interests of the data subject

X

Processing necessary for the public interest

6

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data,
and repealing Directive 95/46/EC.
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Processing necessary for legitimate interests pursued by the controller or a
third party

47. Of the ones listed, which are the most important reasons preventing the
portability right under Article 20 GDPR to be fully effective in the financial
sector (multiple answers possible)?
x

The absence of an obligation to provide the data on a continuous/real time basis

X

The absence of standardised APIs

X

The absence of standards ensuring data interoperability
The absence of clear rules on liability in case of data misuse

X

The absence of clarity as to which types of data are within scope
The absence of incentives for data holders to provide high quality data, as there is
no remuneration for making data available
I don’t know / no opinion
Other (please specify)

IV. Technical infrastructure
Data sharing in the digital economy would require a dedicated infrastructure that enables
machine-readable access and machine-to-machine communication, so that the various
firms in the data value chain can interact and cooperate efficiently. The task of putting in
place such an infrastructure might be costly and involve many steps, including the
standardisation of data and the access technology itself. Prior to engaging in such activities
though, it is indispensable to determine what type of data format would be required. This
section covers questions on the standardisation of data and application programming
interfaces (APIs).
48. Do commonly agreed standards on data formats exist in your area of activity in
the financial sector?





Yes
No
They are currently being developed
Don’t know

If yes, what is the proportion of holders of customer data in the financial sector that make
use of these standards?
a) Less than 10%
b) 10-50%
c) The majority
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If not, should such standards be developed to make open finance work and by whom?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Industry stakeholders
European supervisory authorities
International or European standardisation organisations
Other (please specify)
No need for standards on data formats

49. Should the EU take further measures to promote market adoption of standardised
data formats?
a)
b)
c)
d)

non-binding calls on stakeholders
make use mandatory
other measures (please specify)
none of this

_

50. Should the EU take further measures to promote market adoption of standardised
APIs?
a)
b)
c)
d)

non-binding calls on stakeholders
make use mandatory
other measures (please specify)
none of this

51. Who is best placed to develop common standards for APIs?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Industry stakeholders
European supervisory authorities
International or European standardisation organisations (e.g. CEN)
Other (please specify)

52. Would you agree with the following statement: even without any regulatory
intervention, within the next 3-5 years I would expect most if not all larger
financial institutions in the EU to provide consent-based access to key customer
data via standardised APIs.




Agree
Disagree
Don’t know

Questions for firms using customer data held by financial firms
53. Absent standardisation of data, would you be able to offer your services?





Yes
To customers of a limited number of financial firms only
In a limited number of Member States only
No
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54. What is your estimate of cost savings from using data based on commonly agreed
standards?
Max 100 words

55. Would you expect new products to be developed if more data were available
based on commonly agreed standards?



Yes
No

56. To the best of your knowledge, what is the proportion of holders of customer data
in your sector of activity that make these data available based on APIs?
a) Less than 10%
b) 10-50%
c) The majority
57. Do you expect this proportion to increase significantly in the next 3-5 years?




Yes
No
Don’t know

58. Are currently available APIs based on generally accepted standards?




Yes
No
Don’t know

59. Are you making use of APIs or are you planning to do so in the future?



Yes
No

60. Would you expect new products to be developed if more data were available
through APIs?



Yes
No

61. What is your estimate of cost savings from accessing data through an API as
opposed to specific case-by-case requests?
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Max 200 words
EPIF would anticipate substantive savings but is not in a position, as a trade association, to
quantify these.

Questions for financial firms holding customer data

62. Have you already developed an API for data access by customers and third parties
on behalf of customers?
a) Yes, under PSD2
b) Yes, outside the scope of PSD2
c) No
If you have already developed an API for data access by customers under PSD2,
to what extent do you (plan to) leverage it for other open finance use cases?
a) not used for other cases and no such use planned
b) other use cases planned
c) already used for other use cases
If you have not developed APIs for customer data access, what prevented you
from doing so (multiple answers possible)?
a) lack of requests from third parties
b) reuse of existing infrastructure for data access
c) lack of legal basis (e.g. under the GDPR and other applicable laws and
regulations)
d) lack of common standards or interoperability
e) lack of business case
f) other (please specify)
63. Would you see any cost savings in your operations associated with the use of
such APIs?



Yes
No

If yes please provide an estimate:
Max 100 words
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64. What is your estimate of the cost of setting up an API for access to your customer
data and the ongoing costs for running it?
Max 200 words

65. Would you agree with the following statements?
Yes No
The cost of developing an API is subject to economies of scope – i.e. once
an API is developed using it for additional types of data increases the
development costs only marginally
The cost of developing and running an API is lower if it is based on
generally accepted and widely used data standards

X

66. Do you apply or intend to apply any generally recognised standards for your APIs
beyond PSD2?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Yes, currently applied
Yes, envisaged
No, because no standards are available
No, because not interested

If yes, please specify which ones:
Max 100 words

PART II
V. Specific questions on selected use cases involving data sharing in the financial
sector
One potential use case would involve enabling access to customer information gathered
in the context of the suitability and appropriateness assessment, as well as access to
customer’s investment data (e.g. securities accounts, pensions, etc.). In the context of its
work on a retail investment strategy as envisaged by the capital markets union action plan,
the Commission is considering ways to improve the suitability and appropriateness
assessment in order to help retail investors better achieve their investment goals. The
present consultation includes questions on the access to and re-use of customer-profile
data, as well as access to data on customer’s current investments. In addition, this
consultation contains questions on a use case relating to access to SME data to enhance
SME financing options. Annex I provides an overview of other use cases that were
discussed by the open finance subgroup.
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Transferability of customer-profile data (Personal Investment Plan (PIP), suitability
assessment) and access to customer data on current investments
The Commission is currently exploring different ways to improve the suitability and
appropriateness regimes under the retail investor protection framework. One of the
approaches being assessed is the above-mentioned PIP. The PIP would be a possible
portfolio-centric approach to investing that the Commission is consulting on in a separate
consultation7. In short, the PIP onboarding process would entail gathering customerspecific data akin to the information currently collected by investment intermediaries under
the suitability and appropriateness regimes. The ‘output’ of that assessment would be an
asset allocation strategy that lays out the appropriate risk-return for the customer having
regard to his or her investment objectives and constraints.
This targeted consultation explores how open finance might enable access to and reuse of
customer-profile data and customer’s current investment data in order to improve the
suitability and appropriateness regimes under the retail investor protection
frameworkand/or – should the Commission propose it – the possible development of a PIP.
Customer profile data should be understood as comprising data that form the basisof the
suitability and appropriateness assessments performed by financial intermediaries.
It should also be understood as covering both data which is required as input to the
suitability and appropriateness assessments (or a possible future PIP) and the ‘output’ data.
The former would comprise all the information that the financial intermediary is asked to
collect in the process of suitability assessment. The latter is to be understood as the asset
allocation strategy drawn up by the financial intermediary.
Enabling data to be shared between financial intermediaries with the customer’s
permission could prove to be an important element of the customer-centric and portfoliofocused approach to investing. This would have two aspects:
 First, the rules around portability of customer-profile would ensure that
information can be seamlessly transferred by the customer to another financial
intermediary. Such an approach might facilitate the uptake of new tailored and
customer-centric approaches to help customers better manage their investments
or to facilitate customer switching between intermediaries, or using multiple
financial intermediaries. This might be achieved either by enabling the customer
to receive the data in a standardised and structured form and transfer it onwards
(portability) or by ensuring that brokers set up IT infrastructures such as APIs for
the secure sharing of information.
 Secondly, enabling further innovation and supporting adequate product offer for
the benefit of retail investors would require that financial intermediaries could
access data on investment products already held by their customers (including
securities accounts as well as life insurance and pension products). If financial
intermediaries or other service providers gain or maintain an up-to-date overview
of the customer’s investments, they could develop new tools and services to offer
more tailored products to retail investors, analogous to analytics services offered
to retail customers based on PSD2 data. Such an approach could bring about
additional data-driven portfolio analytics services, ultimately giving more tools to
7

Targeted consultation on options to enhance the suitability and appropriateness assessments, available at
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2
022-suitability-appropriateness-assessments-consultation-document_en.pdf
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the investor to make informed investment decisions. Specifically related to the PIP,
access to such data would allow financial intermediaries to assess whether
customers’ investments are in line with their respective asset allocation strategy
or whether they may need to make adjustments.

Transferability of customer-profile data
Customer-profile data could, for example, include information on the customer’s risk and
sustainability preferences, knowledge and experience, transaction track record, ability to
bear losses, wealth, income and the customer’s investment horizon. It could also include
relevant documents and information required under anti-money laundering and terrorist
financing legislation.
67. Do you think that customer-profile data should be accessible to other financial
intermediaries or third-party service providers through an API-based
infrastructure (subject to customer permission)?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
Max 200 words
EPIF welcomes if the Commission were to explore the wider use of Open Finance initiatives
within the Single Market. Fragmentation still remains, especially when it comes to APIs,
leading to a variety of user experiences. EPIF would welcome measures to facilitate
harmonisation beyond PSD2 that could be provided in the context of Open Finance. This
could involve removing the reference to the use of customer interfaces and to rely alone on
APIs. EPIF is also in general supportive of the work of the ERPB SEPA API access scheme.
In principle, portability of all personal and non-personal data can be relevant. Customers
should be allowed to retrieve and repurpose all data belonging to them.
For any data sharing the main determining factor for consumers is control over their data and
whom to share it with. Consumer consent is key. The data holding party should not be
allowed to hold back any user data and the data accessing party should not be allowed to
access any data without the customer’s consent.

68. The portability of which specific customer-profile data would be essential in
order to enable creation of new products and services as well as bring broader
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benefits for retail investors as described above?
Max 200 words

69. In your opinion, are there any risks and constraints associated with sharing the
customer-profile data between financial intermediaries?




Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, please describe those risks/constraints and explain what measures could be
taken to reduce such risks?
Max 200 words
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70. Please explain if these risks and constraints apply to the sharing of all or only
specific data fields and how this could potentially be addressed:
Max 200 words

71. Please provide us with an estimate of costs that would be incurred by an investment
firm in setting up data access points, e.g. in the form of APIs, to allowthe customer
to share his or her customer-profile data:
Max 200 words

Access to customer data on current investments

72. Subject to customer’s agreement, should financial intermediaries or other third
party service providers be able to access data on customer’s current investments
with other financial service providers:
a) To develop new tools for the benefit of customer?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
Max 100 words

b) To ensure smooth implementation of the suitability and appropriateness
assessments (or a possible compilation of a personal investment plan and to make
implementation of the associated asset allocation strategy more efficient)?




Yes
No
Don’t

know

Please explain your answer:
Max 100 words

73. Should the access be granted to:


All data on all investments
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All data on some investments
Some data on all investments
Don’t know

Please explain your answer (notably which data and which investments in the case of
partial access):
Max 100 words

74. Subject to customer’s agreement, should financial intermediaries and other thirdparty service providers be able to access data on customers’ current investments
with other financial service providers to provide investment analytics services,
such as a consolidated overview of the client’s investments and an assessment of
the risk-return metrics of the client’s portfolio?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
Max 100 words
This is one of the applications which could add value to customers.

75. Subject to customer’s agreement and if third party access to customers’ current
investment data were to be enabled, should it also be made possible to access data
on their past investments? In the affirmative, what would be the main use cases for
sharing such data?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
Max 100 words

76. Do you think that enabling customers to share their data on their current
investments across financial intermediaries could encourage greater competition
and innovation in the provision of investment services?




Yes
No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
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Max 100 words

77. Please provide us with an estimate of costs that would be incurred by an investment
firm in setting up data access points, e.g. in the form of APIs, to allowthe customer
to share data on his or her current investments:
Max 200 words

SME financing
Similarly to the investment use case, the SME financing one consists of two aspects.
First, SMEs frequently face challenges accessing credit and are exposed to higher
transaction costs and risk premiums than larger enterprises. Lenders often lack sufficient
information to assess adequately SME creditworthiness, price credit risk and tailor
financial products. Primary data collection from SMEs during a loan application process
is costly and may not deliver all the relevant data. To make sure that the funding provided
is appropriate to the economic and financial circumstances of SMEs, credit institutions and
other lenders might benefit from the additional access to data, including ecommerce data.
Online commercial activity and other cross-sectoral data generallyimproves the quality of
SME creditworthiness assessment and may lead to enhanced financing, with a positive
impact on the overall financial health of SMEs.
Second, open finance principles could also be applied to the sharing of data relevant to
SME funding applications among funding providers, which is one of the actions under the
capital markets union action plan. Credit institutions and alternative providers could allow
authorised funding providers to access the relevant SME data via APIs in astandardised
and machine-readable format, subject to the SME’s consent. Another possibility would be
to ensure portability of data in a structured and machine-readable format that SMEs could
transfer to other financial intermediaries themselves. In both cases, the data shared would
be retrieved from the SME’s funding application. Byfacilitating the sharing of standardised
data on SMEs with funding providers, such a scheme would have the potential to help
SMEs secure funding while helping funding providers source new clients / investments.
Assessing SME creditworthiness
78. Is SME data accessible today via regulatory requirements or are there practical
examples of contractual access to data required for SME creditworthiness
assessment?




Yes
No
No opinion

If not, arrangements between whom would be needed?
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Max 100 words
Financial Institutions must provide better data
79. Is the required data already standardised (e.g. either by market operators or via
regulation)?




Yes
No
No opinion

If not, what steps would be necessary to harmonise data formats to ensure that such
data sets are of needed quality (accurate, reliable, complete, etc.)?
Max 100 words

80. Is the data required for SME creditworthiness assessment readily accessible from
a technical perspective (e.g. via standardised APIs)?




Yes
No
No opinion

If not, which actor in the use case should bear the cost of making it available and
why?
Max 100 words
It is partially available but with various degrees of consistency in Member States.

Sharing of SME data across financial institutions
81. Do you think that a referral scheme for SMEs through an API-based infrastructure
based on standardised data, giving a financial intermediary access to data held by
another financial intermediary, could be effective in helping them secure
alternative funding?




Yes
No
Don’t know

82. Please provide us with quantitative estimates of costs that would be incurred by a
funding provider due to setting up data access points, e.g. in the form of APIs, to
allow the SME to share its funding application data with alternative funding
providers?
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Max 200 words
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83. Are you aware of existing practical examples of contractual access to SME
funding application data?




Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, please explain:
Max 100 words

84. Are there any significant legal obstacles for accessing SME funding application
data held by another funding provider?




Yes
No
Don’t know

If yes, please explain:
Max 100 words

85. What steps would be necessary to harmonise data formats and access conditions
to ensure adequate quality of SME data (accurate, reliable, complete, etc.)?
Max 200 words

PART III
VI. Other aspects of data sharing in the financial sector and related obstacles
Use of aggregated supervisory data for research and innovation
The supervisory data strategy of December 2021 states that the Commission will look into
ways to make data available more extensively for research and innovation, while protecting
data confidentiality. In its 2023 progress report, the Commission will assess whether any
regulatory adjustments can be made to enable the sharing and reuse of reported data for
innovation purposes.
86. Are there any legal obstacles today to obtain and use fully anonymised and
aggregated supervisory data for research and innovation purposes?


Yes
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No
Don’t know

Please explain your answer:
Max 100 words

87. In your opinion, what areas hold research and innovation potential based on the
use of anonymised and aggregated supervisory data?
Max 200 words

Legal certainty for voluntary data sharing among financial institutions to improve
risk monitoring or compliance and further develop related tools.
The Commission proposals for a Digital Operational Resilience Act in the financial sector8
include explicit provisions clarifying that financial institutions may exchange amongst
themselves cyber threat information and intelligence in order to enhance their digital
operational resilience, in full respect of business confidentiality, protection of personal data
and guidelines on competition policy (Article 40). These proposals were aimed to ensure
legal certainty about the possibility of such exchange of information and data.
88. Would you consider it useful to provide for similar “enabling clauses” for other
types of information exchange among financial institutions?



Yes
No

If yes, please indicate in which areas and please explain:
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Max 100 words
The data sharing under DORA should remain outside the scope of Open Finance. Data
sharing of cyber threat information would further exacerbate the complexity of the
framework.
We found that there is a general lack of clarity on the intersection of PSD2 and GDPR
obligations in the context of data collection and sharing with payments partners and service
providers. In our view, we need more information about (a) what data elements may be
collected/shared for certain regulatory purposes (fraud prevention, risk analyses, etc.) and
accordingly, (b) what lawful basis under GDPR Art. 6 would enable the collection and/or
sharing of these certain data elements for the purposes required under PSD2.
If new versions of these laws provided additional clarity on what is legally required at a data
element level, this would greatly assist financial institutions and other actors in the payments
ecosystem to more-precisely identify lawful bases under data protection law. On a practical
level, this lack of clarity also often results in conflicting understandings/positions on this
topic among contracting parties.

8

Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on digital
operational resilience for the financial sector and amending Regulations (EC) No 1060/2009, (EU) No
648/2012, (EU) No 600/2014 and (EU) No 909/2014 COM/2020/595 final
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